INQUIRY INTO KOALA POPULATIONS AND HABITAT IN NEW SOUTH WALES
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Date Received: 31 July 2019
We are requesting that koalas wildlife corridors between the Georges and Nepean Rivers be protected to help protect the whole south west Sydney koala population.

Install a Koala Park from Glenfield to Wilton and stop logging the old-growth forests

We are asking for wildlife exclusion fencing on Appin Road, plus underpasses/overpasses as safe passage for our beloved Koalas and other wildlife. It's very important 🦘🍀 they have done this up north and on the northern beaches it has been successful it's a win win so PLEASE safe for drivers safe for macauthurs wild life 🦘🙏 Koala protection fencing should be a priority to steer koalas to overpasses and underpasses,

Please theses amazing Australian creatures deserve our respect 🦘We are only custodians of the land, sea & skies we have no right to destroy – We need to protect our sanctuaries, bushland and National parks for future environment and for sea, bird & wild life creatures - our Australian unique species to re generate or they will be all gone. I would also like to request a Koala protection act which includes the koala, their feed trees and corridors – Thank You 🦘

Merle Thompson